
EZ Tie
Endotracheal Tube Securing Device

So simple, you’ll wonder why you did not think of it!!

MM
aintaining an endotracheal tube in the correct position is a critical component of anesthe-

sia or surgery.  Any shift or displacement of an endotube during anesthesia can be life

threatening.  A common practice is to use a length of cotton gauze roll to first tie around the tube

then around the animal’s muzzle.  Roll gauze can come untied or be difficult to quickly untie.
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“Wow! I have been a technician for 20 years and intubated thousands of animals and now

I’ll never have to cut another piece of gauze or tie another knot.  EZ Tie is ready to use

every time and it’s reusable!” Tabitha Landow, Veterinary Technician, Ossining, NY

J1202 EZ Tie pack of three

The EZ Tie was designed to be quick

and easy to hold any endotracheal or

anesthesia mask safely in place.  The thin

but strong plastic tubing has 2 sliding

clasps.  These clasps readily move along

the tubing but hold steady under tension.

The first clasp is used to tighten around

the ET tube or mask.  The second slides

along to tighten around the patient’s

muzzle.  It also works extremely well

with challenging brachyecephalic breeds

such as pugs and felines.

Patent Pending



The EZ Tie is:

- Simple to apply

- Reusable and durable

- Light weight

- Can hang in induction area ready for use

- Inexpensive

- One size fits all

- Watch short video on wwwJorVet.com

- Not autoclavable
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“I used the EZ Tie today and was impressed how easy it was to use for both cats and dogs

and how secure it was with use on endotracheal tubes and anesthesia masks.” Yvonne

Szacki, DVM, Brooklyn, NY

Will work with most anesthesia masks!
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